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Token Economics
CONTRIB TOKEN OVERVIEW
CTB tokens are access and utility tokens to the Contrib
blockchain platform which represents rewards to
verified contributions, and stake as a member of the
platform. Users buy CTB in order to reward
contributors for their valid contributions to exclusive
premium assets or domains. 

TOKEN DISTRIBUTION

TOKEN LOCK UP SCHEDULE

Tokens awarded to CTB supporters in early
(pre-public) rounds are not liquid upon
launch. To ensure network stability and
security, these tokens can be staked which
thereby earns them more CTB tokens.
Early supporters
purchase the right to
support the network
for more CTB tokens
rewards.

Prices vary based on
time of investment.

A stake and lock up
schedule  upon 3rd
stage token sale will
commence to further
ensure an aligned
token economy.

Early Supporters Purchase Price
(1 CTB)

PHASE 1

PHASE 2

PHASE 3

$0.025

$0.05

$0.10

WHAT IS THE CONTRIB PLATFORM

CONTRIB is a global initiative to make
valuable contribution an integral part of
the new world. It's a platform that makes it
easy to contribute to a project, and get
associate rewards for valid transactions.
It's a blockchain-based economy that
rewards your every contribution to a digital
asset and allows for the asset to grow in
value.

Contribs Decentralized “Utility Tokens” in
partnership with premium digital assets
(URL’s) , use the intelligent network of
REALTYDAO while offering anyone in the
world, from the 8 year old game designer
to the 74 year old fashion designer, the
unique opportunity to contribute and earn
CTB tokens.

TOKEN DETAILS

TICKER : CTB Binance
STANDARD : BEP-20
MAX SUPPLY : 1M
TOTAL SUPPLY : 1M
INITIAL CIRCULATING SUPPLY : 10M
PUBLIC LAUNCH ALLOCATION : 5M
PUBLIC LAUNCH PRICE : $0.20

TOKEN UNLOCK SCHEDULE
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